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The purpose of this thesis was to provide some theoretical and practical background information for the 
fact that single-page application is cost effective. 
 
This thesis mainly focused on creating a single-page web application. In this thesis, one of the most 
popular JavaScript frameworks called Angular was used to create a single-page application. 
 
There were two case studies. The first case study was about creating a web application with the single-
page-web application frameworks, which was a cost saving web application. The second case study 
was about creating a web application without single-page web application framework, which was not 
cost saving web application. 
 
This thesis used JavaScript and Typescript as the main programming language and AngularJS as the 
main single-page application framework. 
 
This thesis also covered some fields related to networking. The main purpose was to prove the fact that 
the less page reloads for a web page means the less request needs to be sent to the server. The less 
request to the server means the less number of bandwidth is needed for a website. The less bandwidth 
means less hosting cost. 
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 CONCEPT DEFINITIONS 
 
 
HTML stands for Hyper Text Markup Languages. So HTML provides a way to markup text with tags 
and that tags tell the browser how to display text on the browser. So it is the language of web browser 
that can be used to communicate with a web browser. It is the main building blocks of any website. It is 
the skeleton of the website. (Freeman 2012, 6). 
 
CSS is an abbreviation for cascading style sheet. It is used to add style to HTML element. It can be 
added to the HTML element by using CSS rules inside style element. It uses HTML element’s id and 
class selectors to find the specific element and apply a style to it. It is also used to add animations. It is 
also of the major elements to create a website. (Freeman 2012, 30). 
 
JavaScript is useful technology web developers. It is the real programming language of the web. With 
the help of JavaScript, more behaviors can be added web pages. It transforms the static, boring web 
pages to a dynamic website. The most important features of JavaScript are that it help with reaching and 
interacting with users, grab some events and data, and draw graphics. In short, it gives live to the static 
website ((Freeman 2014, 1). 
 
Typescript is a language for application-scale JavaScript. Typescript adds optional types, classes, and 
modules to JavaScript. Typescript supports tools for large-scale JavaScript applications for any browser, 
for any host, on any host. Typescript compiles to readable, standards-based JavaScript. The AngularJS 
itself started to use Typescript offers optional static typing (Microsoft, 2017). 
 
Web hosting is one of the networking terminology. It is the space on the internet where all the website’s 
files are placed. Typically, web hosting runs on a server owned by a web hosting company. The web 
hosting is just a small section of that server. Just similar to rent a place and build a house. It is the tool 
to connect the website to the outside world (Loiselle 2013). 
 
Bandwidth in computer networking, the term ‘bandwidth’ refers to the data that passes between a web-
site and the rest of the internet. For example, if a website contains a 5MB picture, and 10,000 visitors 
view this picture, this website uses 50,000MB(50GB) of bandwidth only for enabling the pictures to be 
seen to 10,000 times once per user (Mitchell 2016). 
 
 Http is also known as the HyperText Transfer Protocol. In other words, it is an agreed-upon method for 
transferring hypertext documents around the web. Hypertext documents are usually referring to the 
HTML documents which are created for web pages. HTTP is a simple request and response protocol. It 
is one of the major concepts to understand in web development (Freeman 2012, 168). 
 
The Server is a computer designed to process requests and deliver data to other computers over a local 
network or the internet. There are many types of servers, such as web servers, Email server, FTP server 
and more. In order to connect the website to the server, the website needs to have active web hosting 
service (Mitchell 2017). 
 
DOM stands for Document Object Model. It is an application programming interface for valid HTML 
and well-formatted XML documents. It defines the logical structure of documents and the way a docu-
ment is accessed and manipulated. Everything that visible on the web can be called DOM or document 
object model (Hégaret, Wood & Robie 2000). 
 
Angular is a structural framework for dynamic web apps. It lets developers use HTML as a template 
language and let the developer extend HTML’s syntax to express application’s components clearly and 
succinctly. AngularJS’s data binding and dependency injection eliminate much of the extra code. It is 
the most popular framework for creating single page application (Wahlin 2013-2014, 16-20). 
 
Single page application is the one in which has a shell page and it can load multiple views into that. In 
traditional web application every time some part of the page is reloaded, it is going to reload the whole 
page again. But in single page application, the contents are loaded on the initial load and then different 
views or the little kind of mini web pages can be loaded on the fly and embedded into the shell (Wahlin 
2013-2014, 16).  
 
Ajax stands for asynchronous JavaScript and XML. It is a set of web development techniques using 
many web development technologies on the client-side to create asynchronous web applications. It is 
not a programming language or a tool, but a concept. It is a client-side script that communicates to and 
from a server or database without the need for a reloading after the first initial loading. It is the method 
of exchanging data between the server and the client without reloading the whole page (Segue Technol-
ogies 2013). 
 
 Git is the most popular version control system. It helps store application files which have been handled 
by individual or team. And it also keeps every updates or every version of application files. Git mostly 
implemented using command prompt in Windows and terminal in Mac (Freeman 2014, 31-34). 
 
The Firebase Real-time Database is a cloud-hosted database. Data is stored as a JSON and synchro-
nized in real-time to every connected client. One good thing about this online cloud-hosted database is 
that all the data are available when the app goes offline. It also can be editable directly from the Firebase 
platform (Firebase 2017). 
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1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Creating a single page application normally requires the developer to understand the concept of Ajax 
Development. The basic idea behind the Ajax development is that it is the method of exchanging data 
with a server, and updating parts of the web page without reloading the entire content of the page as the 
traditional web application do. There are many JavaScript frameworks which are used for Ajax devel-
opment in web development field and AngularJS is one of the most popular ones. 
 
The goal is to prove the fact that AngularJS based web application can be cost-effective mainly because 
of the less page reloading. In order to achieve this goal, two fully working web applications are created, 
one uses AngularJS as the main development tool, and other one does not use any frameworks. Both 
applications run and get the data with the help of Node.js server on the backend. For the database, Fire-
base is used as a backend data storage. Firebase is an online database storage. Chrome DevTool is used 
to collected page loading event information. The main goal is to compare the page loading frequency 
and times when pages change. Both applications consist of a typical page layout with the main page 
containing a link to the different page. Mostly the header and footer do not change when the main content 
changes. 
 
This thesis is written for people who has a basic programming background either in JavaScript or in 
other programming languages like Java, C++, Python and PHP. Since it is somehow related to architec-
tural design and it is not the step-by-step guide to creating single page applications, so this thesis is not 
suitable for beginners. Both use cases in this thesis are the simple web applications with several sub-
pages, the main purpose is to make clear and explain the concept of cost saving advantages of single 
page web applications. There is one thing need to be mentioned that some practices in this applications 
are not suitable for large-scale applications, such as the way of creating the project structure might be 
different when developing large-scale industry level applications. 
 
Since the main point of this thesis is to highlight the cost saving advantages of angular based applications 
based on the page loading frequency and page loading time when page changes, so the non-angular 
based use case does not have detailed explanation, but both application’s source codes are uploaded to 
my public GitHub repository. The majority of the source material used in this thesis are online resources, 
such as articles and electronic books, for this reason, there are no page numbers listed when referring to 
references.  
2 
2 BACKGROUND 
 
 
AngularJS application can be created either by JavaScript or Typescript. Angular Material is the main 
UI library for creating well tested and accessible UI component. So before jump into AngularJS web 
application, this section gives some general information about the goals, restrictions of this thesis and 
some basic knowledge about the technologies used as a case study in this thesis. 
 
 
2.1 JavaScript overview 
 
JavaScript is one of the most popular programming languages for creating web applications. It is used 
almost by any websites and supported by almost all the modern browsers. It does not only work on the 
browser, it also works well on a gaming console, mobile phones, and tablets and in a lot of environments 
outside browsers (Freeman 2014, 1). 
 
JavaScript is more suited for functional programming and object-oriented programming language. It is 
really easy to learn and use compared to other object-oriented and functional programming languages, 
such as C++, Java, and Python. It is the most fluid and flexible programming languages. In JavaScript, 
from writing code to deploying it is just a simple step after it is written, is can be run in a browser. From 
that moment the browser will take care of the rest, but before that, it is important to make sure that 
JavaScript is enabled in the browser (Freeman 2014, 2-3). 
 
The main purpose of improving this application with JavaScript is to add behavior to create better user 
experiences. With HTML it is only possible to create some static content on the page without any extra 
style. By CSS there are more possibilities to make the website looks more beautiful. The website’s ca-
pability is still somehow restricted with HTML and CSS but with JavaScript, the website becomes more 
dynamic and interactive because JavaScript can add behavior to static content on the page. For small 
web application with several pages may be it is not necessary to use JavaScript but JavaScript comes 
very handily when it is time to create a large scale of applications especially because of the reusability 
of JavaScript function and variables for some repetitive behavior on the web. For example, there is one 
ordered list element which contains a list of students, the number of students is huge and it changes over 
time, the best solution for this is just using JavaScript functions of course, with several lines of code the 
problem will be solved, in another case, this type of behavior has to be added manually by using CSS 
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animation, of course, it is not the ideal solution but it is possible and so much work to do. It is the fact 
that the function which is used to add animation can be used in any other applications if the behavior is 
similar, this is where the code reusability comes in handy when working with JavaScript. In other words, 
it helps HTML and CSS to make their life easier, eventually, it will make life much easier by helping 
with doing some huge amount of repetitive works (Freeman 2014, 1-5). 
 
JavaScript is continuously growing since 1995. Now industry already started to use the new standard 
version of JavaScript, it is called ES2015 or ES6. The fact is that currently web browsers or other devices 
not fully support the ES6 yet but it has to be used with BabelJS transpiler. It helps with transforming the 
ES6 code into normal JavaScript code which can be understood by the browser. Since 1995, ES2015 is 
the most significant improvement for JavaScript. It added many new features such as classes, inher-
itance, arrow functions and promises (Kappert 2015). 
 
One of the most important bright side when working with JavaScript is that most of the time it is not 
only about using pure JavaScript. There are many JavaScript frameworks and JavaScript library which 
are used to help with abstracting the most complicated logic and also can help with achieving cross-
browser compatibility issues. In other words, it would make the developer’s life much easier and in-
creased the development speed much faster. It is the power of reusable code in JavaScript. In fact, it is 
called JavaScript modularity. That means it is possible to create a module and reuse it in any application 
as long as it is suitable for the application needs (Kasireddy 2016). 
 
Working with JavaScript means working with JavaScript modules. Modules are the essential part of 
JavaScript programming. Using modules is similar to using the chapter to divide the book content for 
good reason. In JavaScript programming, modules are used to divide the application code into separate 
sections and it becomes very easy to read and manage. Except that there are some advantages of using 
modules (Kasireddy 2016). 
 
JavaScript modules are independent. It can be used in many applications as soon as it matches the re-
quirements of the target application. This, on the other hand, saves a lot of energy and time from a 
development perspective. It can be maintained in different application environment without the needs of 
any changes from other parts of the applications (Kasireddy 2016).  
 
Without the use of JavaScript modules it is very hard to avoid having same variable names in one code 
base. But when using JavaScript modules there is no need to worry about the naming issues since every 
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module has its own namespace. Save time, energy for developers and save cost for the company. The 
main powerful part of JavaScript is its module’s reusability. By this way, sharing the code with others 
becomes easier (Kasireddy 2016). 
 
 
2.2 AngularJS overview 
 
AngularJS is a JavaScript framework for building client-side web applications, actually, the main pur-
pose is to build a single page web application. It has eight main building blocks, such as modules, com-
ponents, templates, metadata, data binding, directives, services, dependency injection. Following are the 
more details about each of them before deep diving into the real case study (Shrivastava 2014). 
 
Modules are the core of Angular applications. Angular also has its own module library actually that 
made the Angular more powerful. Every Angular application at least has one module called the root 
module which is the module that contains all the other modules. The angular application normally starts 
to run from root module (Shrivastava 2014). 
 
The component is simple to understand that it is some part of the page or it is called a view. Sometimes 
in development, it is good to divide the whole page into separate small view and using component to 
control this specific view. It is very easy to use component. It can be inserted into some other compo-
nent’s templates file as an HTML element (Shrivastava 2014). 
 
The template is HTML file which has its own component or directive which it belongs to and it tells 
Angular to render this HTML file as the view of that specific component or directive. It is totally reusable 
and one template file can be used for many components as soon as it matches the component needs. 
Angular template is HTML file without any <!doctype HTML> declaration or starting and closing 
HTML tag. It is purely HTML code (Shrivastava 2014). GRAPH 1 is the basic example of the Angular 
template file, it is a pure HTML file. 
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GRAPH 1. Student list template file example 
 
Metadata is responsible for telling the Angular to how to process class. In the latest version of angular, 
a component can be seen as a class. The main thing is that Angular does not know it is a component if 
it is not mentioned as a component using component decoration with metadata. It is the communication 
tool between the current application and angular itself (Shrivastava 2014). 
 
Data binding is one of the unique mechanism of Angular. It helps synchronize data between model and 
view. When the model changes, the view reflects the changes; when the view changes the model reflects 
changes. When the model change, the view is reflected also in two-way data binding. (Trivedi 2015). 
GRAPH 2 is the illustration of two main features of AngularJS framework, the one-way data-binding, 
and the two-way data-binding. Both are the core features of AngularJS. 
 
 
GRAPH 2.  One-way data binding and two-way data binding illustration  
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The directive is the instruction to tell Angular how to render the Angular templates. In simple words, a 
directive is the newly created HTML element by Angular. It works as a normal HTML element. It has 
properties and attributes like the normal HTML elements have.  There are two types of directives: struc-
tural directives and attribute directives (Wahlin 2014). 
 
Structural directives alter layout by adding, removing, and replacing elements in DOM. GRAPH 3 is the 
simple example of built-in structural directives, ngFor tells the Angular to create as many <li> elements 
based on the number of students. NgIf includes student detail based on the conditional expression which 
assigned to it. 
 
 
 
GRAPH 3. Student detail directive file for ngFor directive 
 
Attribute directives alter the appearance or behavior of an existing element. In other words, it extends 
the existing HTML features and adds more flexibility for the DOM element. Most of the directives are 
applied during the run-time. (Wahlin 2014). GRAPH 4 is the simple example of attribute directives. The 
ngModel directive modifies the behavior of existing <input>   element by setting its display value prop-
erty and responding to change events. 
 
 
 
GRAPH 4. Student detail directive file for ngModel directive 
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Service is a value, feature or function that can be available application wide in the current application. 
Service can be used by other directives, components and also other services, but only in the current 
application. There are many built-in services in Angular, and the good thing is that it is possible to create 
custom directive (Wahlin 2014).  GRAPH 5 is the code snippet for newly created service called angu-
larService, service is implemented by attaching it to its module (Kayal 2014). This service is attached 
to the myApp module. And it can be used by any other components by simply injecting it to the compo-
nent’s controller. 
 
 
 
GRAPH 5. Angular service example 
 
Dependency Injection is a software design pattern which indicates the dependency level between soft-
ware modules. In Angular, it has a very common usage for utilizing the service in various components, 
directives or in other services in application wide. Normally dependency injection occurs when there is 
a need for services in the controller. GRAPH 6 is the example of the newly created controller and usage 
of dependency injection by injecting the service created above to this controller. 
 
 
 
GRAPH 6. Information controller file for controller and dependency injection example 
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3 CASE STUDY: CREATING AN ANGULARJS BASED WEB APPLICATION 
 
 
AngularJS is selected for this case study because it has been gaining very much popularity as a single 
page application framework and most importantly it is backed up with Google, one of the biggest player 
in the tech industry. The originally thought was using other JavaScript frameworks but the recent fast 
development and popularity of AngularJS were the main reason to recommend it to anyone who wants 
to create single page application for multiple reasons. First, AngularJS work properly and it will exist in 
the future a lot more than other frameworks. Second, it is the framework that used by many companies. 
Third, since Google is supporting this framework for growth, there is no doubt that it is going to grow 
more popularity with the powerful community (Krill 2013). 
 
 
3.1 Installing Node.js and seting up the project folder 
 
Before everything starts, it is necessary to download and install the latest version of Node.js on the local 
machine. The NPM which is node package manager comes with Node.js (Node.js Foundation. 2017). 
Node.js can be downloaded from its home page. After installation finished using command line tools to 
check if Node.js and NPM are installed successfully by simply checking their version installed using the 
command node –version and npm –version. 
 
After the installation of Node.js was successful, it is time to install the Angular CLI, which stands for 
Angular Command Line Interface. It makes the application creation process much easier. Normally, 
NPM can be used to install Angular CLI by simply using the command npm install –g @angular/cli. 
The new angular app can be easily created using the command ng new. For example, ng new angularApp 
command creates an angular app called angularApp. Running the newly created angular app is really 
simple with the command ng serve. (Silva 2017). 
 
 
3.2 Project folder introduction 
 
There are many ways of creating the project folder based on the application needs. In order to make the 
application easily maintainable and scalable in the future, it is really necessary to create a well-structured 
project folder in a standard manner. A well-structured project folder is also can be easily understandable 
and readable (Kukic 2014). The GRAPH 7 is the illustration of the file structure in the project folder. It 
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includes not only the source file of this application but also some other configuration for testing, editor, 
git, code formatting and node modules managing. 
 
 
 
GRAPH 7.  Project folder file structure 
 
In AngularJS application, an automated end to end tests case is an important part of the continuous 
integration. Delivering a new release of an application becomes troublesome without a good end to end 
test cases. Normally, the manual regression testing can take weeks depending on the complexity level 
of the application. That implicates that code freeze has to happen a long time before the product is ready 
to be deployed or ready to deliver. Missing the automated end to end test cases eventually slow down 
the development or improvement of the application, no, it is really necessary to be taken care of. The 
GRAPH 8 shows the list of files in an e2e folder in which all the files related to End-to-End testing can 
be placed (Schenker 2014). 
 
 
 
GRAPH 8. List of files in e2e folder 
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In node modules folder there is list of modules which are used by this project. By the way, the module 
is a simple or complex functionality organized in single or multiple JavaScript files which can be reused 
throughout this application. Each module in this folder has its own development context, so it works fine 
without interfering with other modules or polluting global scope. And, all modules can be placed in node 
modules folder and can be used by listing it in the package.json file (Kim 2015). The GRAPH 9 is about 
the node_modules folder, which includes all the Node modules this Angular app needs during the devel-
opment and production. 
 
 
 
GRAPH 9.  List of modules in Node_modules folder 
 
In project folder, there is one folder called src folder. It is the place where all the application related 
files, directories are located. It puts all the application specific local files and directories in an app folder. 
It puts all the assets like images and media files in an asset folder. It puts some environment specific 
files in the environments folder. It puts all the other application-wide global files outside these three 
files. The GRAPH 10 illustrates the file structure of src folder which includes all the global source files 
and global configuration files of this Angular app. 
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GRAPH 10. List of files and folders in src folder 
 
Angular cli is a command line interface. It is used to scaffold and build angular apps using node.js 
style called commonjs. Scalable project structure definitely needs it, and it handles all common tedious 
tasks for a developer out of the box. It is really easy to use and it has many features. When creating an 
application, it is necessary to create a configuration file about angular-cli. Based on the application 
need, it has a different configuration. In order to configure the angular-cli tool for this application, 
there is one angular-cli.json file created (Silva 2017). The GRAPH 11 is the editable code snippet for 
the angular-cli.json file, it includes more detailed configuration information about this Angular app. 
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{ 
    "$schema": "./node_modules/@angular/cli/lib/config/schema.json", 
    "project": { 
        "name": "angularApp" 
    }, 
    "apps": [{ 
        "root": "src", 
        "outDir": "dist", 
        "assets": [ 
            "assets", 
            "favicon.ico" 
        ], 
        "index": "index.html", 
        "main": "main.ts", 
        "polyfills": "polyfills.ts", 
        "test": "test.ts", 
        "tsconfig": "tsconfig.app.json", 
        "testTsconfig": "tsconfig.spec.json", 
        "prefix": "app", 
        "styles": [ 
            "styles.css" 
        ], 
        "scripts": [], 
        "environmentSource": "environments/environment.ts", 
        "environments": { 
            "dev": "environments/environment.ts", 
            "prod": "environments/environment.prod.ts" 
        } 
    }], 
    "e2e": { 
        "protractor": { 
            "config": "./protractor.conf.js" 
        } 
    }, 
    "test": { 
        "karma": { 
            "config": "./karma.conf.js" 
        } 
    }, 
    "defaults": { 
        "styleExt": "css", 
        "component": {} 
    } 
} 
 
GRAPH 11. Current app configuration 
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In order to make the code style consistent between different code editors, it is a good idea to have an 
EditorConfig file. It helps developers define and maintain consistent coding styles between different 
editors and IDEs. The EditorConfig project consists of a file format for defining coding styles and a 
collection of text editor plugins that enable editors to read the file format and adhere to defined styles. 
EditorConfig files are easily readable and they work nicely with version control systems (Ensinger 
2014). The GRAPH 11 is the editable code snippet for the .editorconfig file, it includes more detailed 
configuration information about the editor which is used for this application. 
 
# Editor configuration, see http://editorconfig.org 
root = true 
 
[*] 
charset = utf-8 
indent_style = space 
indent_size = 2 
insert_final_newline = true 
trim_trailing_whitespace = true 
 
[*.md] 
max_line_length = off 
trim_trailing_whitespace = false 
 
 
GRAPH 12. Code editor configuration 
 
Inside project folder, there are some files that are not changed all the time. So it is a good idea to do not 
upload these files to the Git when working with version control system. For example, all the list of node 
modules are not changed, so it is better to ignore it when uploading the project to a version control 
system via Git. In order to decrease the transferred file size, every application might have one file called 
.gitignore file. The GRAPH 13 is an editable code snippet for the .gitignore file. It contains the list of 
files which can be ignored by Git when uploading the source code to the version control system like 
GitHub, GitLab or any other version control systems. 
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GRAPH 13.  Angular .gitignore file example 
 
Every application has one file to list all the node modules with its name and version specified in it, 
usually in the project root folder, called package.json. This file also holds various metadata relevant to 
the project. This specific file is used to give information to NPM that allows it to identify the project as 
well as handle the project's dependencies. It can also contain other metadata such as a project description, 
the version of the project in a particular distribution, license information, even configuration data - all 
of which can be vital to both NPM and to the end users of the package. The package.json file is normally 
located in the root directory of a Node.js project (Nicoreed 2011). The GRAPH 15 is an editable code 
snippet for the package.json file. It contains the list of Node modules with its name and version. 
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{ 
  "name": "my-app", 
  "version": "0.0.0", 
  "license": "MIT", 
  "scripts": { 
    "ng": "ng", 
    "start": "ng serve", 
    "build": "ng build", 
    "test": "ng test", 
    "lint": "ng lint", 
    "e2e": "ng e2e" 
  }, 
  "private": true, 
  "dependencies": { 
    "@angular/common": "^2.4.0", 
    "@angular/compiler": "^2.4.0", 
    "@angular/core": "^2.4.0", 
    "@angular/forms": "^2.4.0", 
    "@angular/http": "^2.4.0", 
    "@angular/platform-browser": "^2.4.0", 
    "@angular/platform-browser-dynamic": "^2.4.0", 
    "@angular/router": "^3.4.0", 
    "core-js": "^2.4.1", 
    "rxjs": "^5.1.0", 
    "zone.js": "^0.7.6" 
  }, 
  "devDependencies": { 
    "@angular/cli": "1.0.0-rc.4", 
    "@angular/compiler-cli": "^2.4.0", 
    "@types/jasmine": "2.5.38", 
    "@types/node": "~6.0.60", 
    "codelyzer": "~2.0.0", 
    "jasmine-core": "~2.5.2", 
    "jasmine-spec-reporter": "~3.2.0", 
    "karma": "~1.4.1", 
    "karma-chrome-launcher": "~2.0.0", 
    "karma-cli": "~1.0.1", 
    "karma-jasmine": "~1.1.0", 
    "karma-jasmine-html-reporter": "^0.2.2", 
    "karma-coverage-istanbul-reporter": "^0.2.0", 
    "protractor": "~5.1.0", 
    "ts-node": "~2.0.0", 
    "tslint": "~4.5.0", 
    "typescript": "~2.0.0" 
  } 
} 
 
GRAPH 14. List of dependencies 
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Every application folder contains one README file. It is a text file containing general information about 
how to use the application under different environments, such as guideline about running the application, 
guideline about connecting the server, testing guideline. README files typically contain instructions 
and additional help as well as details about project updates. It is very useful for people who did not write 
this code but wanted to use the source code of this application (Computer Hope 2017). The GRAPH 17 
is a readme.my file. It contains some information about how to run, build and test this application. 
 
# MyApp 
 
This project was generated with [Angular CLI](https://github.com/angular/angular-
cli) version 1.0.0-rc.4. 
 
## Development server 
 
Run `ng serve` for a dev server. Navigate to `http://lo-
calhost:4200/`. The app will automatically re-
load if you change any of the source files. 
## Code scaffolding 
 
Run `ng generate component component-name` to generate a new compo-
nent. You can also use `ng generate directive/pipe/service/class/module`. 
 
## Build 
 
Run `ng build` to build the project. The build arti-
facts will be stored in the `dist/` directory. Use the `-prod` flag for a produc-
tion build. 
 
## Running unit tests 
Run `ng test` to execute the unit tests via [Karma](https://karma-runner.github.io). 
 
## Running end-to-end tests 
Run `ng e2e` to execute the end-to-end tests via [Protractor](http://www.protrac-
tortest.org/). 
Before running the tests make sure you are serving the app via `ng serve`. 
 
## Further help 
To get more help on the Angular CLI use `ng help` or go check out the [Angu-
lar CLI README](https://github.com/angular/angular-cli/blob/master/README.md). 
 
GRAPH 15. Running, building and testing guideline 
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3.3 More about source folder 
 
The src folder in the application project folder is the main folder in which the developers are going to 
spend the most of the time during the creation of this application. It includes all the source code and 
assets which directly belong to this application. It also includes some configuration files that are specific 
to this application. In other words, all the dynamic files and folders are located in the src folder. All the 
static files and folders are normally located outside src folder. That is why most of the global configu-
ration is done in the file which is located outside src file. Here are more explanations about every folder 
and file in this folder. 
 
The App folder contains the current app’s modules and components. Every Angular app has at least one 
component called root component. Here in the app folder, the root component named app.component is 
created for use. It has template file with .html extension, it has style file with .css extension, it has test 
case file with .spec.ts extension, it has Typescript class file with .ts extension and it has modules files 
with .modules.ts extension. The Assets folder contains assets like images, videos, local databases. The 
Environment folder contains some Typescript file which configures the production and development 
environment.  
 
 
3.4 Design concept and component creation process 
 
This case study application has a simple page layout: common header and footer, main body area in 
which all the main page content will be rendered. It has eight pages. Every page can be created as one 
component. In this case, it has Header component for the header area, which is a common header. It has 
Footer component for the footer area, which is also a common footer. It has a Welcome component for 
the welcome page. It has Product component for the product page.  It has Technology component for the 
technology page. It has Service component for the service page. It has Partner component for the partner 
page. It has Customer component for the customer page. It has Contact component for the contact page. 
It has to Join us component for the join us page. GRAPH 24 is the simple design and wireframe for this 
Angular app. 
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GRAPH 16. The simple design and wireframe for this Angular app 
 
Creating a new component is really simple with Angular CLI. The first thing to do is to navigate to app 
folder and simply run the command ng g –component < component name comes here>. This is the new 
feature available in the latest version of AngularJS. This simple command can save time, energy and 
most importantly, it makes the application creation process more consistent and less troublesome. (Silva 
2015).  The GRAPH 25 is the illustration of the file structure of project folder after all the components 
are added. 
 
 
 
GRAPH 17. New components list in project folder 
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3.5 Creating file for routing and service 
 
In order to connect the database, service needs to be created in an Angular application.  Creating a service 
is very easy with Angular CLI tool. Just using this ng g service <name of service> command is enough 
to create service (Silva 2015). By default, there are two files in newly created service folders, one is for 
testing, which has .spec.ts extension and the other one is the actual code for the services, which is a 
normal typescript file with a .ts extension. Normally service can be created in the App folder. After that 
two files will be added to the project folder. The GRAPH 26 is the illustration of name structure of newly 
created service file and its testing file. 
 
 
 
GRAPH 18. List of files in service folders 
 
Creating a single page application means reducing the page refresh when navigating between pages. In 
Angular, page navigation always handled by the router. Routing is one of the best features in AngularJS. 
And it is really easy to use, simply by injecting as a dependency injection. The routing file contains all 
the configuration about router of the current application (Sevilleja 2013). There is no command for cre-
ating router. Normally it can be created manually. The routing file also can be created in App folder 
(Nvamba 2016). The GRAPH 27 is the illustration of name structure of the newly created routing file. 
 
 
 
GRAPH 19. Routing file 
 
After all, the components, services, and routing files are ready. The last thing to do now is to create the 
template code, style code and testing code for every component. But before that implementing the ser-
vices and router is a must since it is useful when navigating between pages using a router and get some 
data for data binding from the database. Since this is not a step-by-step tutorial for beginners so the 
implementation process is omitted. The demo link for the completed application and the source code 
link of this application will be provided in the reference list. Anyone can use it only for study purpose. 
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3.6 Collecting page loading event information 
 
In order to prove the fact that Angular based web application can be cost effective, it is planned to do 
this page loading test with Chrome’s development tool. It is a set of web authoring and debugging tools 
built into Google Chrome. It is the tool that provides web developers deep access into the internals of 
the browser and their web application. Use it to efficiently track down layout issues, set JavaScript 
breakpoints, and get insights for code optimization. It is the bridge between developers and browser. 
This page loading test is implemented based on the following steps (Basques 2017). 
 
First, load the home page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has many options to 
use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, Console, Source, 
Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load test, all the relevant 
data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information related to this current 
application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well (Basques 2017). The 
GRAPH 28 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details about this page 
loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s initial 
markup and the total time for full page load. 
 
 
 
GRAPH 20. Home page loading event information  
 
Second, navigate to the product page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has many 
options to use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, Console, 
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Source, Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load test, all 
the relevant data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information related to 
this current application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well (Basques 
2017). The GRAPH 29 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details about 
this page loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s 
initial markup and the total time for full page load. 
 
 
 
GRAPH 21. Product page for loading information 
 
Third, navigate to the technology page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has many 
options to use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, Console, 
Source, Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load test, all 
the relevant data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information related to 
this current application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well (Basques 
2017). The GRAPH 30 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details about 
this page loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s 
initial markup and the total time for full page load. 
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GRAPH 22. Technology page loading information 
 
Fourth, navigate to the service page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has many 
options to use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, Console, 
Source, Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load test, all 
the relevant data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information related to 
this current application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well (Basques 
2017). The GRAPH 31 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details about 
this page loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s 
initial markup and the total time for full page load. 
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GRAPH 23. Service page loading information 
 
Fifth, navigate to the partner page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has many 
options to use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, Console, 
Source, Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load test, all 
the relevant data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information related to 
this current application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well (Basques 
2017). The GRAPH 32 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details about 
this page loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s 
initial markup and the total time for full page load. 
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GRAPH 24. Partner page loading information 
 
Sixth, navigate to the customer page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has many 
options to use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, Console, 
Source, Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load test, all 
the relevant data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information related to 
this current application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well (Basques 
2017). The GRAPH 33 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details about 
this page loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s 
initial markup and the total time for full page load. 
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GRAPH 25. Customer page loading information 
 
Seventh, navigate to the contact page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has many 
options to use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, Console, 
Source, Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load test, all 
the relevant data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information related to 
this current application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well (Basques 
2017). The GRAPH 34 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details about 
this page loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s 
initial markup and the total time for full page load. 
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GRAPH 26. Contact page loading information 
 
Eighth, navigate to the join us page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has many 
options to use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, Console, 
Source, Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load test, all 
the relevant data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information related to 
this current application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well (Basques 
2017). The GRAPH 35 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details about 
this page loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s 
initial markup and the total time for full page load. 
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GRAPH 27. Join us page loading information 
 
TABLE 1 records some detailed numerical information about this page loading event, such as a number 
of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s initial markup and the total time for full 
page load. Based on the page loading test data from above screen captures, the number of requests 
change on page changes, transferred file size changes on page changes, time for total loading time which 
is the time user did not interact with web pages at all changes since it depends on how long time the test 
is done, time for loading the initial markup does not change, time for loading all the page contents also 
does not change. There is one thing to mention that the test data may be different for the same page at 
the different time because of the external factors like a server. 
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TABLE 1. Page loading information for angular App 
 
 Number of 
Requests 
Transferred 
files/kb 
Finish/s DOMCon-
tentLoaded/s 
Load/s 
Welcome 22 5.9 1.92 1.58 1.60 
Product 23 7.2 37.53 1.58 1.60 
Technology 26 8.8 66 1.58 1.60 
Service 27 9.9 102 1.58 1.60 
Partner 30 11.0 126 1.58 1.60 
Customer 33 12.5 150 1.58 1.60 
Contact 34 13.3 168 1.58 1.60 
Join us 37 20.2 192 1.58 1.60 
 
 
 
3.7 Analyzing the page loading event information 
 
In this section, all the data collected from page loading test are analyzed a little more deeply. There are 
three variables which have consistent change, such as the Number of Request, Transferred files, Finish. 
The Number of Request column shows the total requests which the application supposed to send to the 
server in order to load the specific page. So whenever the page changes its value changes since every 
page needs to get different data that is why it sends different requests. The Transferred files column 
indicates the total size of data exchanged between client and server on per request. Based on the different 
request the exchanged data also changes that is why its value changes on per site changes. The Finish 
column records the time from start till user totally stop interacting with the current website. The value 
of this column depends on when user totally stops interacting with the website, so its value changes 
based on the user interactivity time (Basques 2017). 
 
The DOMContentLoaded column records the time from start till the initial markup of a page has been 
parsed. The value in the DOMContentLoaded section will not change on page changes because in An-
gularJS application the initial markup parsing mostly happens once on the initial loading, so whenever 
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the page changes there is no pages reloading happens after the first load. That is the main reason why 
the value of DOMContentLoaded does not change when the page changes. Because it does not need to 
reload the website content again. This is a unique advantage of AngularJS application compared to ap-
plications which are created with other frameworks. This will highlight and support the main idea in this 
thesis (Basques 2017). 
 
The Loads column records the time from start till the page fully loaded. The value in the Loads section 
will not change on page changes because when the AngularJS application launched the whole page 
loaded on the initial load and mostly it happens once, so whenever the page changes there is no other 
page reload. That is the main reason why the value of Loads does not change when the page changes. 
Because the web application already fully loaded on the initial load and no need to reload again, this is 
also a unique advantage of AngularJS application compared to applications which are not created as a 
single page application. This will also highlight and support the main idea in this thesis (Basques 2017). 
 
Based on all the information above, it can be easily concluded that Angular based web application does 
not reload the page when navigation occurs between pages after the initial load is finished. Less page 
reloading means less data transfer between client and server that is why it can reduce the required band-
width amount. Eventually, it reduces the hosting cost. (Low 2016). 
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4 CASE STUDY: CREATING NON-ANGULARJS BASED WEB APPLICATION 
 
 
In order to highlight the main idea more clearly, in this chapter the page load test is implemented for a 
web application which did not use AngularJS.  The main Idea is to check whether it reloads the entire 
page when navigating between pages. Because in the end, it is going to be clarified that non-angular 
based web application has more page reloads compared to angular based web application. This applica-
tion is created with popular JavaScript framework called Express.js. It is a server-side JavaScript frame-
work (Ornbo 2012). This is the link for the source code of this application: https://github.com/Aihai-
tiAbudureheman/infourmo-new-website 
 
 
4.1 Collecting page loading event information 
 
First, load the home page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has many options to 
use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, Console, Source, 
Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load test, all the relevant 
data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information related to this current 
application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well (Basques 2017). The 
GRAPH 36 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details about this page 
loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s initial 
markup and the total time for full page load. 
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GRAPH 28. Home page loading event information 2 
 
Second, navigate to the Our Service page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has 
many options to use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, 
Console, Source, Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load 
test, all the relevant data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information 
related to this current application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well 
(Basques 2017). The GRAPH 37 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details 
about this page loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the 
page’s initial markup and the total time for full page load. 
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GRAPH 29. Our Service page loading information 
 
Third, navigate to the Customer page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has many 
options to use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, Console, 
Source, Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load test, all 
the relevant data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information related to 
this current application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well (Basques 
2017). The GRAPH 38 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details about 
this page loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s 
initial markup and the total time for full page load. 
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GRAPH 30. Customer page loading information 
 
Fourth, navigate to the Jobs page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has many 
options to use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, Console, 
Source, Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load test, all 
the relevant data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information related to 
this current application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well (Basques 
2017). The GRAPH 39 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details about 
this page loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s 
initial markup and the total time for full page load. 
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GRAPH 31. Jobs page loading information 
 
Fifth, navigate to the News page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has many op-
tions to use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, Console, 
Source, Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load test, all 
the relevant data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information related to 
this current application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well (Basques 
2017). The GRAPH 40 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details about 
this page loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s 
initial markup and the total time for full page load. 
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GRAPH 32. News page loading information 
 
Sixth, navigate to the About Us page and open the Chrome DevTool. The Chrome DevTools has many 
options to use and discover more about the application. It has nine sections, such as Elements, Console, 
Source, Network, Performance, Memory, Application, Security, and Audits. In this page load test, all 
the relevant data are collected from Network section, which has all the loading information related to 
this current application. Every time page changes, loading information is updated as well (Basques 
2017). The GRAPH 41 is the screen capture of this page loading event. It includes some details about 
this page loading event, such as a number of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s 
initial markup and the total time for full page load. 
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GRAPH 33. About Us page loading information 
 
TABLE 1 records some detailed numerical information about this page loading event, such as a number 
of requests, the size of transferred files, time to load the page’s initial markup and the total time for full 
page load. Based on the page loading test data from above screen captures, the number of requests 
change on page changes, transferred file size changes on page changes, time for total loading time which 
is the time user did not interact with web pages at all changes since it depends on how long time the test 
is done, time for loading the initial markup does not change, time for loading all the page contents also 
does not change. There is one thing to mention that the test data may be different for the same page at 
the different time because of the external factors like a server.. 
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TABLE 2. Page loading information for non-Angular App 
 
 Number of 
Requests 
Transferred 
files/kb 
Finish/s DOMCon-
tentLoaded/s 
Load/s 
Home 24 4.5 0.316 0.241 0.321 
Our Service 24 109 0.312 0.276 0.388 
Customer 99 1100 1.2 0.461 1.29 
Jobs 22 1300 0.976 0.283 0.979 
News 23 42 0.302 0.245 0.304 
About Us 35 7800 1.67 0.3 1.67 
 
 
 
4.2 Analyzing page loading event information 
 
In this section, all the data collected from page loading test are analyzed a little more deeply. The Number 
of Request column shows the total requests which are supposed to be sent to the server in order to load 
the specific page. So whenever the page changes its value changes since every page needs to get different 
data that is why it sends different requests. The Transferred Files column indicates the total size of data 
exchanged between client and server on per request. Based on the different request the exchanged data 
also changes that is why its value changes on per site changes. The Finish column record the time for 
loading the current page (Basques 2017). 
 
The DOMContentLoaded column records the time from start till the initial markup of the current page 
has been parsed. The value in DOMContentLoaded section change on page changes because in the Non-
AngularJS application the initial markup parsing mostly happens when page changes, so whenever the 
page changes there is page reloading happens. That is the main reason why the value of DOMContent-
Loaded change when the page changes. Because it needs to reload the website content again. This is one 
of the disadvantages of Non-AngularJS application compared to applications which are created with 
AngularJS. This highlights and supports the main idea in this thesis (Basques 2017). 
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The Loads column records the time from start till the page fully loaded. The value in Loads section 
changes on page changes because, in the non-angular application, the whole page loaded happens on the 
initial load and mostly it happens again when page changes, so whenever the page changes there is page 
reload happens. That is the main reason why the value of Loads change when the page changes (Basques 
2017). 
 
Based on all the information above, it can be easily concluded that non-angular based web application 
reload the page when navigation occurs between pages after the initial load is finished. More page re-
loading means more data transfer between client and server that is why it can increase the required 
bandwidth amount. Eventually, it increases the hosting cost. (Low 2016). 
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5 CONCLUSION 
 
 
The goal of this thesis was to find out what AngularJS is and how does it work to create single page 
application and to find out how to develop a single page application with AngularJS. In some point, this 
thesis has reached its goal. Due to the time limitation, there was no more detailed explanation to make 
this thesis suitable even for beginners, so all the source codes are upload with more explanation to this 
thesis’s public repository and this will help new beginners to explore the idea behind the single page 
application. Also, the explanation for the non-angular based application is emitted, of course, the main 
point is to see the page loading information but it will be useful for new beginners to learn something. 
It is also uploaded to this thesis’s public Github repository. 
  
Angular is a good choice for creating single-page applications and especially well-suited for program-
mers with a background in JavaScript. It basically allows the developer to develop single page applica-
tion with basic HTML, CSS and JavaScript skills. Which is a technology with rapid growth though. 
There are not that many latest books available about angular, so most of the resources are from online.  
  
Based on the experiences while developing this angular application, the latest version of angular is really 
easy to get started with. It provides angular command line interface by which it is really easy to create a 
clean project skeleton to get started with. For example, there is no need to configure some bundling tools 
like Webpack and testing tools like Karma for the application, instead, all the configurations can be done 
with one line of command using angular command line interface. 
  
In fact, it would be better to have good knowledge in HTML, CSS, and JavaScript before start coding 
with angular. During the writing process of this thesis, the biggest problem was a lack of good JavaScript 
knowledge and HTML, especially the deep knowledge of HTML is very important since the angular 
itself is affecting the document object model by extending the HTML features.  
 
In conclusion, Angular is a popular framework for creating a single-page application. The Angular based 
application has less page reload compared to other non-angular based application. The less page reloads 
means less request to the server and that means less requirement for bandwidth. Eventually, it will save 
a certain amount of money by saving bandwidth. But based on my experiences, there is one real fact that 
in order to create an angular based application with a good performance it is necessary to consult the 
people who have more experiences. And one another important thing is that angular is growing rapidly 
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with a great feature, so it is the best option for an application which has many interactions between client 
and server. 
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